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Abstract

Encoding techniques which minimize the self- or cou-
pling activity of buses are often proposed to reduce power
dissipation on system buses. In this paper, we investigate
the efficiency of several coding schemes for on-chip buses
with respect to overall power dissipation. The power of the
codec systems was estimated by power simulations with the
lay-outs and related to the savings on the bus. We derived
an expression for the energy efficiency of the codecs as a
function of bus length (capacitive load). Despite the fact
that adaptive schemes could obtain up to 40% savings, the
bus lengths required to reduce the overall power consump-
tion are not realistic for on-chip buses.

1. Introduction

The power dissipation of integrated circuits is becoming
a limiting factor for SoCs [11]. Meeting power objectives is
becoming as important as meeting performance targets [12].

A large portion of power is dissipated on system buses
due to the wire capacitance. Since the coupling capaci-
tiances between adjacent wires increase as a result of tech-
nology scaling, wire capacitances even growingly influence
the system power consumption. Therefore power minimiza-
tion is an issue for system buses. The power dissipated on
system buses can be calculated by Equation (1):

Pbus=
1
2

V2
dd fCα, (1)

where f is the clock frequency,Vdd the operating volt-
age,C the capacitance of the bus andα the average tran-
sition activity of the bus lines respectively. In order to save
power by reducing activity, a huge number of encoding
techniques were published which exploit different charac-
teristics of the data streams. The idea is to displace tran-
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sitions from the high-capacitive bus into the less-capacitive
encoder-decoder (codec) circuitry. Thereby, techniques of
the first generation such as in [1], [6], [9], [10] focus on re-
ducing the transitions per line (self-activity) while schemes
published later [5], [14] take into account the activity be-
tween neighbouring lines (coupling activity) in order to re-
duce the charge of coupling capacitances.

Quite often the reduction in power dissipation claimed is
based on the savings on the bus. In contrast to that we ex-
plore the efficiency of transition-minimizing bus encoding
schemes for on-chip buses with respect to the total power
balance. Therefore, we analysed the power dissipation of
coder-decoder systems for several encoding schemes (im-
plemented in a 0.13µm CMOS technology), and related
their power dissipation with the savings they obtained for
on-chip buses.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives an
overview of related work. In Sect. 3 we define a set
of parameters in order to judge the efficiency of encoding
schemes. For selected schemes the reduction in activity and
the power consumption are presented in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5 a
model for bus power dissipation is developed while the effi-
ciency with respect to total power dissipation is explored in
Sect. 6.1. We investigated the impact of technology scaling
in Sect. 6.2 and sumarize the results in Sect. 7.

2. Related Work on Bus encoding

A huge number of bus encoding schemes were published
in the literature, which exploit application-specific parame-
ters of the data streams to be transmitted. The overview
given here is not complete but tries to mention schemes of
all classes. Depending on the way the encodingrule is im-
plemented, bus encoding schemes are either: static or adap-
tive. Static schemes can only be optimized at design time
based on an application-specific data stream. Adaptive tech-
niques observe the statistics of the data streamduring oper-
ationand adjust their encoding rules accordingly.

According to the application domain the schemes per-
form differently. Address bus data streams are characterized
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by the high in-sequence portion of subsequently transmit-
ted words. Static schemes such as Gray encoding [13], the
Beach solution [2] and combined schemes such as T0-BI,
Dual-T0 and Dual-T0-BI [3] are tailored on this property.

Streams transmitted on control or data buses have dif-
ferent characteristics and require therefore general-purpose
techniques. A well known example of a static scheme is
Bus-Invert (BI) [10] which does not need a priori knowl-
edge of the data streams and has a rather simple codec im-
plementation. BI limits the maximum Hamming distance
between two successive bus states to one half of the num-
ber of bus lines by inverting the data word if more lines
would switch. The inversion is indicated on an additional
line. In case the activity is not equally distributed over bus
lines inverting the complete data word can cause additional
transitions on lines with a low activity. Therefore the Par-
tial Bus-Invert Encoding scheme (PBI) [9] excludes such
lines from BI encoding. Since the statistics is application-
specific the Adaptive Partial Bus-Invert (APBI) encoding
scheme [6] periodically adapts the subset of lines to be in-
cluded into encoding. An adaptive scheme which we refer
to as IAEB was published in [1]. This technique analyzes
the number of state changes on each bus line within a sam-
pling window of fixed size and selects the most efficient out
of four possible encoding schemes.

A scheme focussed on adapting words instead of
(groups of) lines is the Adaptive Minimum Weight Codes
(AMWC) [7]. Based on the statistics, observed in a win-
dow of variable size, AMWC maps data words on a non-
redundant minimum weight code. A word based approach
is also used by the Adaptive code-book method [8]. In a
continuously updated table the word with the smallest Ham-
ming distance is searched. The index and the difference are
transmitted over the bus.

This scheme also takes into account coupling activity.
Two other schemes which focus on the minimization of cou-
pling activity instead of self-activity are the coupling-driven
Businvert [5] and the Odd/Even Businvert scheme [14].

3. Efficiency Metrics

Encoding schemes differ in their effectivity of reducing
the switching activity on the bus. Therefore, the encoding
efficiencyEα which we define by equation (2) is an impor-
tant parameter to compare encoding schemes.

Eα = 1− αcoded

αuncoded
. (2)

Note thatEα refers only to activity reduction and is there-
fore technology independent.

As indicated by equation (1), the power savings on the
bus are related linearly with the reduction in switching ac-
tivity. In order to determine the savings in overall power
consumption, the self dissipation of codec circuits has to be

considered as well. The power savingsPsavedare defined by
Equation (3):

Psaved= Punc−Pcod−PCodec, (3)

wherePunc andPcod represent the power dissipated on an
uncoded and a coded bus, respectively andPCodecrepresents
the power dissipated by the codec system.

From the power balance (3) we derive the energy effi-
ciency EP (4) in order to ascertain the percentage of bus
power saved due to coding:

EP =
Psaved

Punc
= 1− Pcod+PCodec

Punc
. (4)

If energy is saved the energy efficiencyEP is positive. For
negativeEP the total power consumption is increased by this
encoding technique. To save energy, the codec power has to
be small and/or the power consumption of the encoded bus
has to be sufficiently lower than the original uncoded bus.

The power consumed on the uncoded and encoded bus
depends on the bus capacitance, which is linearly related
to the lengthL of the bus as indicated by the extension of
equation (1):Pbus= 1

2V2
dd f Cbus

[mm]Lα. The longer the bus, the
less the influence of the codec power dissipation and the
stronger the influence of the reduction in switching activity
( lim
L→∞

EP = Eα) and vice versa. Therefore, a good metric to

compare different encoding schemes is the length at which
the energy efficiencyEP is zero. From that length coding
starts to pay off. We will call this length theeffective length
Le f f, which can be derived from equation (4) by expanding
the bus power consumption as previously mentioned:

Le f f =
PCodec

1
2V2

dd f (Cbus,unc
[mm] αunc− Cbus,cod

[mm] αcod)
. (5)

The capacitance of the coded (Cbus,cod) and uncoded bus
(Cbus,unc) can differ due to additional wires required by sev-
eral schemes. Using the effective length, the efficacy of
the codecs in saving power can be compared, incorporating
their different encoding efficiencies, their power dissipation
and possible extra signaling wires.

4. Encoding Efficiency and Power Dissipation
of Bus Encoding Schemes

For our investigations we choose a variety of general
purpose encoding schemes which do not require a priori
knowledge of the data streams. We selected static and adap-
tive techniques. A well known static scheme with a very
simple codec implementation is the Businvert (BI) encod-
ing scheme. APBI, an adaptive scheme, represents schemes
which extend BI. In order to demonstrate the impact of opti-
mizing codecs for internal power dissipation we also imple-
mented APBI with extended mask update periods (mup) [6]



from every window (APBImup0) to every second window
(APBImup1) up to every 16th window (APBImup4). The
logic of the adaptive block is switched off during inactive
periods. As a different line-oriented adaptive technique
IAEB [1] was selected. AMWC4, a power-optimized varia-
tion of AMWC, represents the schemes which compute the
encoding rule on word-level basis.

The encoding schemes will perform differently on differ-
ent data streams since they exploit various characteristics of
the data. To obtain a fair comparison, we defined a set of
test data streams:
• art : A random, segmented data stream with a varying

distribution of activity in every segment.
• eps: An ascii file in encapsulated postscript format.
• gzip: gzip binary (example for an executable file).
• ppm: A composed PPM image stream consisting of 4

different images with varying statistics.
• gauss: White Gaussian noise.
• dct1,2: Recorded at the output of the DCT stage of an

image processing application.
The encoding efficiencyEα of the coding schemes is plot-
ted in Fig. 1. The figures were obtained by applying equa-
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Figure 1. Encoding efficiency

tion (2) on the activity values measured on an uncoded and
coded bus. Transitions on extra bus wires required by some
encoding schemes (e.g.BI, APBI), are included in the ac-
tivity of the coded bus.AVG indicates the performance, av-
eraged over all data streams.

As expected the best encoding efficiency is achieved by
the adaptive schemes for theart data stream while BI can
not be outperformed for data streams with an over bus lines
equally distributed activity (gauss). On average (avg), adap-
tive encoding schemes achieve a higher encoding efficiency
Eα than static schemes.

The power dissipation of the codecs for the different
data streams form a threshold for the total power savings.
Therefore, the same data streams were used to simulatively
observe the power consumption of the codecs. The codec
circuitries were implemented as a pure digital circuit for a
data width of 32 bit and synthesized for a 0.13µmCMOS
technology. For all schemes an optimized layout of coder

and decoder was produced. Netlists (including parasitics)
were extracted from these layouts, and the power dissipa-
tion of the codecs was determined by power simulations
using the in-house power estimation tool “DIESEL”. Since
the power consumption depends on the frequency, we ex-
pressed the power consumption of the codecs for differ-
ent data streams inµW/MHz, and plotted these values in
Fig. 2. The graph shows that the schemes consume a differ-
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Figure 2. Power consumption

ent amount of power corresponding to the active hardware
overhead. Furthermore the power dissipation differs while
coding the different data streams which is proportional to
the average activity of the stream. Comparing Fig. 1 and 2
shows in most of the cases the relation: the higher the en-
coding efficiency the more power is dissipated within the
codec system.

In modern embedded systems, a variety of data is trans-
mitted over the system buses. For fair and simple compar-
ison we therefore use the average encoding efficiency of a
codec, and the average power consumption.

5. Analytical Model for the Bus

Although the encoding efficiency determines the sav-
ings, we need the actual power dissipation of the bus to
evaluate whether the coding schemes are effective, and to
calculate the effective length. To cover buses of different
lengths, with different repeater insertion schemes and with
different number of wires, we developed a parameterizable
analytical model for the power dissipation on the bus. The
model was validated by a power simulation with a lay-out
(including parasitics) of a particular bus implementation.

The model of a single bus line is depicted in Fig. 3. The
line capacitanceCline covers the bottom and coupling ca-
pacitances of thewires(Cwire), as well as internal (Cint) and
input (Cinp) capacitances ofactive elementssuch as driver,
receiver and potential repeaters.

In deep submicron technologies, the wire capacitance
(Fig.4) is not only determined by the vertical capaci-
tanceCvertical but increasingly by the coupling capacitances
(Clateral) to adjacent wires [4]. Due to the miller effect
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Figure 3. Model for a bus line including driver,
repeaters and receiver

the power dissipation becomes data-dependent. While the
coupling capacitance is not charged if neighbouring wires
switch in the same direction, twiceClateral is charged for
opposite switches. However, assuming the activity to be in-
dependently distributed over bus lines, adjacent lines will
switch as often in the same direction as in the opposite di-
rection. On average the coupling capacitance between lines
is charged once. Therefore we assume the two adjacent
wires to be connected to ground. Each transition from “0” to
“1” on the middle wire causes the vertical capacitance and
both of the coupling capacitances (Clateral) to be charged.
The wire capacitance per unit length can then be calculated
by: Cwire = Cvertical +2Clateral.
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Figure 4. Model for a bus wire with 2 adjacent
wires and extension to the n-wire bus model

The capacitance of ann-bit wide bus, assuming identical
drivers and repeaters, can be calculated by Equation (6):

Cbus = nL(Cvertical +2Clateral) (6)

+ n(
L
d

Cint,Dr +
L
d

Cinp,Dr +Cint,Rec+Cinp,Rec)

whereL is the bus length andd the repeater distance.
Equation (6) is used to calculate the average capaci-

tance of a bus line per unit length based on the values of
a 0.13µm CMOS technology. The wire capacitanceCwire

depends on the spacing to adjacent wires and the distance
to the metal layers above and below. Therefore we quan-
tify the upper (Cmax) and lower (Cmin) bound of line ca-
pacitance to span the whole range of power consumption.
The lower bound is given by combining the capacitance for
large spacing with a very relaxed repeater insertion scheme:
1 repeater every 5 mm (Cline,min = 116f F/mm). Like-
wise, the capacitance for minimum spacing is combined

with a very aggressive repeater scheme (repeater spacing =
1 mm) which provides the upper bound of the capacitance
(Cline,max= 349f F/mm). As a typical example we selected
a bus with double width and double spacing and a repeater
distance of 2 mm (Cline,typ = 238f F/mm).

6. Results

6.1. Effective Length and Energy Efficiency

According to Equation (5) the effective lengths of the
encoding schemes for upper and lower bound as well as for
the typical line capacitance, each combined with the aver-
age encoding efficiency have been calculated. The results
are given in Tab. 1.

Table 1. Effective length in mm for 32 bit
Codecs in 0.13 µmTechnology

APBI BI IAEB [1] AMWC 4
mup0 mup1 mup4

Cmin 264 174 74 76 391 180
Ctyp 130 86 36 37 192 88
Cmax 89 59 25 26 131 61

The lowest effective lengths are obtained for the upper
bound (Cmax). The minimum length, 25 mm, is achieved
for APBI with the largest mask update interval (APBImup4),
for which the adaptive parts of the codec logic are switched
on only every 16th windows. Striking is that the second
lowest effective length (26 mm) is obtained by Bus Invert
coding (BI). This encoding scheme requires only 1/11th of
the hardware overhead of APBImup4 and is half as efficient,
but has almost the same effective length.

The values listed in Tab. 1 indicate that the buses have
to be quite long before break-even. For the upper bound
capacitances, the length varies between 25 and 131 mm,
whereas for the typical case the effective length varies be-
tween 36 and 192 mm. Furthermore, we would like to reca-
pitulate that the effective length was defined as the length at
which the energy efficiency was 0. To save energy, the buses
have to be even longer. It is very unlikely that buses of these
lengths will be used on chip, since typical circuits in 0.13
µmtechnology reach extensions up to 20 mm (according to
the ITRS Roadmap).

By plotting the energy efficiency (EP) as a function of
bus length, we can obtain a good insight between the effi-
ciency of the coding schemes for different capacitive loads
which are proportional to the length.

The average energy efficiency for the selected schemes,
based on the average encoding efficiencyEα achieved on
a bus with typical wire capacitances are plotted in Fig. 5.
Due to the power consumed within the codec system, for
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Figure 5. Average energy efficiency, for typi-
cal wires and average E α

bus lines shorter than the effective length (EP < 0) the total
power dissipation of the system is higher than in the un-
coded case. After achieving the break-even length, power is
saved. The starting points of the curves are directly related
to the power dissipation of the codec systems. The higher
portion of adaptive schemes is indicated by the higher off-
set. Due to the power dissipated in codec systems even for
on-chip bus lengths of 100 mm the power savings are less
than 10%.

To obtain an upper bound for the energy efficiency of
transition minimizing bus encoding schemes we investi-
gated the highest encoding efficiency achievable by the en-
coding schemes. The upper bound which is depicted in
Fig. 6 is yielded with the best encoding efficiencyEα on
a bus with maximum capacitance. The bestEα is achieved
for all schemes by encoding theart data stream. Only for
BI it is dct2. It can be observed that the slope of the effi-
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Figure 6. Energy efficiency - upper bound
(maximum wire capacitance, best Eα)

ciency curves are steeper and the schemes break-even much

sooner. Corresponding to the higher encoding efficiency the
saturation points of adaptive schemes are higher. However,
Fig. 6 indicates that it is even for best-case reduction very
difficult to reduce the power dissipation of the bus by means
of coding. The shortest effective length is still 9 mm, and
reached only by one adaptive codec (APBImup4). In order
to save approximately 20% in power for this codec a bus
length of about 15 mm is necessary. Noticeable too is that
the best case BI performs relatively poor.

The final efficiencies differ corresponding to the coding
efficiencyEα, since the codec power is negligible for ex-
tremely long wires. For the adaptive schemes, close to 40%
savings can be obtained for very long bus lengths. This
opens up the opportunity of these techniques for highly
capacitive loads such as off-chip buses since the capaci-
tances involved are much higher, and quite often the voltage
swings are larger as well.

Figures 5 and 6 indicate that the energy efficiency can
be improved by increasing the encoding efficiency and/or
decreasing the power dissipated in coder-decoder system.

6.2. Impact of Technology-Scaling

Since transition-minimizing bus encoding schemes im-
plemented in current technologies (0.13µmCMOS) do not
pay off for on-chip buses we explored how the energy effi-
ciency is influenced by scaling to the next two technology
generations.

Internal capacitances as well as supply voltages contin-
uously decrease due to scaling. As a result, the dynamic
power consumption of the logic will decrease assuming a
stable frequency. In contrast to that the capacitance of in-
terconnects will continuously increase due to the reduced
spacing between neighbouring wires. Nevertheless, the
power consumed on wires slightly decreases due to the re-
duced supply voltage. Fig. 7 depicts the codec und bus
power dissipation based on technology information.
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Since the power dissipation of the logic is reduced much
stronger than the portion consumed by wires, the effective
length for the encoding schemes will also decrease as de-
picted in Fig. 8. Transition-reducing bus encoding schemes
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break-even then much sooner: at 4 mm for best-case encod-
ing efficiency and at 13 mm wire length for average reduc-
tion in activity. However, it is very unlikely that such bus
lenghts will be achieved since also the dimensions of the
communicating modules will scale accordingly.

7. Conclusions

As our investigations show, transition minimizing bus
encoding techniques do not pay off for on-chip buses. The
length of the on-chip bus to break even on the power con-
sumption of the codec is already longer than what can be
expected for typical designs. The length to obtain signif-
icant power savings is even longer. Although technology
scaling reduces this minimum length, the required lengths
are still longer than what can be expected to be a realistic
bus-length for those technologies. Only in some very spe-
cific point-to-point connections, where the best case coding
efficiency can be achieved, the length of the bus to save a
significant amount of power fits within the size of a reason-
able chip.

Furthermore, it has been shown that adaptive schemes
outperform static schemes in encoding efficiency and ef-
fective length. Our experiments confirmed that methods
which reduce internal power consumption as presented for
APBImup4 efficiently improve the energy efficiency. For
high capacitive loads the maximum power savings are de-
termined by the encoding efficiency. Therefore adaptive
schemes achieve higher savings after break-even due to the
higher encoding efficiency. Since (dedicated) off-chip inter-
connections have a much higher capacitive load, these max-
imum power savings seem reachable for these interconnec-
tions. For this case, technology scaling, reduces the cost of
silicon real estate, and reduces the latency penalty. This fa-
vors the application of adaptive transition minimising cod-
ing for off-chip interconnect.
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